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Abstract: In the present paper we summarized our numerical investigations on the flow with heat transfer in rotating cavity performed
by DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) and LES (Large Eddy Simulation). We considered different geometrical configurations and
different flow and thermal conditions. All presented computations have been performed in Poznań Supercomputing and Networking
Center. The objective of our investigations was to analyze the coherent structures of transitional and turbulent flows and to compute
statistical parameters, i.e. turbulent heat fluxes, the Reynolds stress tensor components, the turbulent Prandtl number and others. In the
LES we used a version of the dynamic Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model proposed by Meneveau et al. (A Lagrangian dynamic
subgrid-scale model of turbulence, J. Fluid Mech., vol. 319, 1996), in which the Smagorinsky coefficient at a given position x depends
on the history of the flow along the fluid particle pathline.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This paper is a review of our study on the numerical
prediction of the transitional and turbulent flow with heat
transfer in rotating cavities. The configurations with
throughflow are also considered. The main motivation of
our work was to analyze the laminar-turbulent transition
process as well as to analyze properties of the turbulence of
the non-isothermal flow dominated by Coriolis and
centrifugal forces. Additionally, the flow between rotating
disks is one of the simplest 3D flows highly suitable for
investigating the effect of mean flow parameters on the
turbulence and transitional structures. The problem is very
interesting not only from the fundamental point of view,
but it is also a topic of practical importance. The flow in
the rotating cavity is of great interest for the optimization of
turbomachinery air-cooling devices. The experimental investigations in the rotating cavities are very difficult and
expensive. In this situation numerical simulations, particularly DNS (Direct Numerical Simulation) and LES (Large
Eddy Simulation), are valuable tools which can deliver
precise knowledge on the flow structure and temperature
distributions in the rotating cavity.
One of the first experimental investigations of the flow
in rotor/stator configurations was performed by Daily and
Nece [1]. Daily and Nece [1] found that the flow structure

depends on the Reynolds number Re1 = Ω1 R12 /ν and aspect ratio L = ( R1 − R0 ) / 2h (where R0 and R1 are the
radiuses of the inner and outer cylinder, respectively, h is
half of the interdisks spacing, Ω1 is the angular rotation of
the upper disk, ν is the kinetic viscosity). Heat transfer at
a single rotating disk was investigated by McComas and
Hartnett [2], Popiel and Bogusławski [3], Littell and Eaton
[4], Elkins and Eaton [5]. Nikitenko [6] performed
experimental investigation of the flow in the enclosed
rotor/stator cavity (where both disks were isothermal) for
a wide range of aspect ratio 11.8 < L < 55.5 and for Re < 106.
Owen and Pincombe [7] investigated experimentally the
flow in the cavity with throughflow: cooling air was
introduced through the hole in the centre of an adiabatic
stator, and parabolic profile of temperature was kept
on rotor. Schukin and Olimpiev [8] measured the average Nusselt numbers in the rotating cavity of aspect ratio
L = 15.5. All earlier theoretical and numerical works on the
flow with heat transfer in rotating disks systems were
summarized by Owen and Rogers [9, 10]. Mochizuki et al.
[11] performed measurements to determine fluid flow and
heat transfer in the co-rotating rotor/rotor cavity of aspect
ratio L = 78.5 with throughflow (they presented the
distributions of the local Nusselt number along the disks).
Itoh et al. [12] performed measurements of the mean
velocity profiles and the Reynolds stress tensor compo-
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nents distributions in the enclosed cavity of aspect ratio
12.5 for a wide range of parameters. Djaoui and Debuchy
[13] measured the Reynolds stresses in the rotor/stator
cavity of large aspect ratio with throughflow using a hot
and cold wire anemometry technique. Pellé and Harmand
[14] performed measurements over the rotor (in rotor/stator
configuration), using a technique based on infrared
thermography.
Numerical modeling of the flow in the rotor/stator
cavity turned out to be a difficult problem mostly due to the
fact that in the cavity areas of laminar, transitional and
turbulent flow exist simultaneously, and these areas are
completely different in terms of flow properties. The first
numerical modeling in the rotor/stator cavity was performed in the 1980s by Morse [15] who used a modified
version of the low Reynolds number k- ε model proposed
by Launder and Sharma [16]. Chew and Vaughan [17]
solved the Reynolds equations in the rotor/stator cavity
using a finite difference method and a mixing length
model. Many of the direct simulations (DNS) were
dedicated to instability in shrouded rotating cavities: Serre
et al. [18, 19], Moisy et al. [20], Jacques et al. [21],
Randriamampianina and Poncet [22], Tuliszka-Sznitko et
al. [23-25]. The main contribution concerning the turbulent
flow (using DNS) was done by Lygren and Andersson [26]
who provided a detailed description of the coherent
structures in the open rotating cavity. The first LES
computations of the flow around a single rotating disk were
performed by Wu and Squires [27]. Then, Andersson and
Lygren [28] performed LES numerical computations for
enclosed cavity. Séverac et al. [29] used the Spectral
Vanishing Viscosity (SVV) method and compared the
results with their LDV experimental data. The nonisothermal flow conditions were also considered in some
investigations (Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [24], Randriamampianina et al. [30]) which showed that the thermal effects
and the rotation-induced buoyancy influence the stability
characteristics and the critical conditions. Tuliszka-Sznitko
et al. [24] performed the LES of the non-isothermal flow in
the rotor/stator cavity with heated stator and outer cylinder,
delivering distributions of the local Nusselt numbers along
the stator and rotor for different configurations and
Reynolds numbers.
In the present paper we shortly summarized the results
obtained by DNS and LES for different configurations and
for different flow and thermal parameters. The objective of
our investigations was to analyze the structures which
appear in disks boundary layers, and to compute statistical
parameters. This data can be useful for heat transfer
modeling and can help to understand modifications in the
turbulence structures introduced by the mean flow skewing.

In Chapters II and III the geometrical and numerical
models are analyzed respectively. Our LES investigations
were based on a version of the dynamic Smagorinsky eddy
viscosity model proposed by Meneveau et al. [31], in
which the averaging is performed over the fluid particle
pathline. In Sections IV, V and VI we shortly analyzed results obtained for rotor/stator cavity, for counter-rotating
rotor/rotor cavity and for rotor/rotor cavity withthroughflow.
Conclusions and closing remarks are given in Section VII.

II. GEOMETRICAL MODEL
The geometrical model is a co- and counter-rotating
cavity (Fig. 1). The faster rotating (upper) disk rotates at
uniform angular velocity Ω1 . The slower rotating disk rotates at angular velocity Ω 2 = s Ω1 where s is the rotation
speed rate. Positive s means that both disks rotate in the
same direction and negative s means that the disks rotate in
opposite directions. The outer cylinder of radius R1 and the
inner cylinder of radius R0 can be attached to the slower or
to the faster rotating disk. The flow is controlled by the
following physical parameters: the Reynolds number based
on the external radius of the disks and on the angular
velocity of the faster rotating disk Re1 = Ω1 R1 /ν (ν is
the kinetic viscosity), the Reynolds number based on
the external radius of the disks and on the angular velocity
of slower rotating disk Re2 = Ω2 R1 /ν , the aspect ratio
L = ( R1 − R0 ) / 2h where h is half of the distance between
disks, the curvature parameter Rm = ( R1 + R0 ) /( R1 − R0 ),
the Prandtl number Pr = 0.71. The thermal Rossby number
is defined as follows: B = β (T2 − T1 ), where β is the thermal
expansion coefficient and T1 , T2 are temperatures of two
chosen walls. For the rotor/stator configuration with the
outer cylinder attached to the stator, T1 is the temperature of
the upper rotating disk and the inner cylinder, and T2

Fig. 1. Schematic picture of the rotating cavity
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indicates temperature of the stator and the outer cylinder.
In general, flow can penetrate through the cylinders and
through the part of the disks. For the throughflow case
the dimensionless flow rate Cw is defined as follows:
Cw = V /ν R1 where V is a volumetric flow rate.
The flow is described by the continuity, Navier-Stokes
and energy equations. The equations are written in
a cylindrical coordinate system ( R, ϕ , Z ) with respect to
a rotating frame of reference:
∇ ⋅ V = 0,

ρ

∂V
+ ρ (V ⋅∇)V + ρ Ω × (Ω × R ) + 2 ρ Ω × V =
∂t
= −∇P + μ ΔV,
∂T
+ (V ⋅∇)T = aΔT ,
∂t

(1a)

(1b)

(1c)

where: t is time, R is radius, P is pressure, ρ is density,
V is the velocity vector, a is a thermal diffusivity. To
take into account the buoyancy effects induced by the
involved body forces, the Boussinesq approximation
is used ρ = ρ[1 − β (T2 − T1 )] , where β = −1/ ρ r (∂ρ / ∂T ) p
is the thermal expansion coefficient, r depicts
the reference value. The thermal Rossby number is defined
in the following way B = β (T2 − T1 ). The dimensionless
temperature is defined in the following manner:
Θ = (T − T1 ) /(T2 − T1 ) . The time, length and velocity are
normalized as follows: Ω1−1 , h, Ω1 R1 (Fig. 1). The
dimensionless axial coordinate is z = Z/h; z ∈ [−1, 1]. The
radius coordinate is normalized additionally to obtain the
domain [−1, 1] requested by a spectral method based on the
Chebyshev polynomials: r = (2 R /( R1 − R0 ) − Rm) . The
dimensionless components of the velocity vector in radial,
azimuthal, axial directions and pressure are depicted as
follows: u, v, w and p. The periodicity condition is used in
the azimuthal direction. The no slip boundary condition is
applied to all rigid walls, so u = w = 0. For the azimuthal
velocity component the boundary conditions are: v = 0 on
the top faster rotating disk, and v = (s – 1)(Rm + r)/(Rm + 1)
on the slower rotating disk.

III. NUMERICAL APPROACH
The numerical solution is based on a pseudo-spectral
collocation Chebyshev-Fourier-Galerkin approximation. The
approximation of the flow variables Ψ = [u , v, w, p. Θ]T is
given by a development in truncated series:

K / 2 −1

N

M

∑ ∑∑ Ψˆ

Ψ NMK (r , z , ϕ , t ) =

nmp (t )Tn ( r )Tm ( z )e

p =− K / 2 n = 0 m = 0

ipϕ

(2)

−1 ≤ r , z ≤ 1; 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π ,

where Tn (r ) and Tm ( z ) are Chebyshev polynomials, t is
a dimensionless time, N, K and M are the numbers of
collocation points in the radial, azimuthal and axial
directions. The uniform mesh has been used in azimuthal
direction. The spatial resolutions depend on the considered
case (the whole number of collocation points which are
used in simulation is about 1.8 × 106). The time scheme is
semi-implicit and second-order accurate. It corresponds to
a combination of the second order backward differentiation
formula, for the viscous diffusion term, and the AdamsBashforth scheme, for the non-linear terms. The time step
is 10–4-10–5. The method uses a projection scheme to
maintain the incompressibility constraint. The numerical
algorithm, which we proposed for LES of the nonisothermal flow in the rotating cavity [24, 25], is an
extended version of the DNS code for isothermal flow
developed by Serre and Pulicani [32]. For the large eddy
simulation, after a filtering operation had been applied to
the governing equations with a filter width equal to the grid
spacing in azimuthal direction, we obtained the filtered
equations of motions [24, 25, 33, 34]. Subgrid-scale stress
tensor σ ijSGS and energy flux α ijSGS are expressed as:

σ ijSGS = −2ν SGS Sij

α SGS
=
j

(3a)

ν SGS ∂ζ k ∂Θ
,
PrSGS ∂x j ∂ζ k

(3b)

where
Sij =

1 ⎛ ∂ζ k ∂ui
∂ζ k ∂uk
+
⎜
2 ⎜ ∂x j ∂ζ k ∂xi ∂ζ k
⎝

ν SGS = CS2 Δ 2 2 Sij Sij ,

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(4a)

(4b)

where filtered dependent variables are indicated by overbars, Δ is the filter width. PrSGS is the Prandtl subgrid
coefficient. In the above equations ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) = ( x, y, z )
and (ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) = ( R, ϕ , Z ) . In our computations we used
a version of the dynamic Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model
proposed by Meneveau et al. [31]; in this approach the
required stabilizing averaging is accumulated over the fluid
particle pathlines, instead of averaging over the direction of
statistical homogenity. The Smagorinsky coefficient is
determined by minimizing of the modeling error over the
pathline of the fluid particle.
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CS2 =

+1
LnLM
+1
LnMM

,

(5)

where

(

)

where
ˆ n⎞
⎛
∂Θ
ˆ ∂Θ
⎟
−S
R j = 2Δ 2 ⎜ 4 S
⎜
⎟
∂
x
∂
x
j
j ⎠
⎝

(12a)

ˆ
Pj = uˆ j Θ − un
j Θ.

(12b)

+1
LnLM
( x) = H ε ( Lij M ij ) n +1 ( x) + (1 − ε ) LnLM ( x − u Δt ) (6a)

+1
LnMM

( x) = ε ( M ij M ij )

n +1

( x) + (1 − ε ) LnMM

( x − u Δt )

(6b)

In the above equations x is the position of particle in
considered time “n + 1” and ( x − u Δt ) is the position of
particle in the previous time step “n”, u is the resolved
velocity, H is a ramp function (H(a) = a if a > 0 and zero
otherwise), ε is the weighting function [31]:

ε=

Δt / τ n

1 + Δt / τ n

,

(7)

where: Δt is the time increment, τ is the dimensionless
time scale over which the averaging is performed.
Meneveau et al. [31] give some possible choices for τ . The
time scales were chosen by Meneveau et al. [31] based on
the requirement that the model should be purely
dissipative, ensuring numerical stability. In our simulations
we used the following function for the time scale τ:

τ = 1.5Δ( M ij M ij ) −1/ 4 ,

(8)

ˆ ˆ ⎤
⎡n
M ij = 2Δ 2 ⎢⎣ S Sij − 4 S Sij ⎥⎦

(9a)

ˆ ˆ
Lij = un
i u j − ui u j .

(9b)

where

IV. ROTOR/STATOR CASE

For the rotor/stator configuration computations were
performed for the following geometrical and physical
parameters: aspect ratio (L = 3.0-9.0), curvature parameter
(Rm = 1.5-5.0), the thermal Rossby number B = 0.1-0.3 and
the Reynolds number (up to 300 000). The considered
flows are of the Batchelor type, which means that flows
consist of two separated boundary layers and an inviscid
core. The positive thermal Rossby number B > 0 (heated
stator) means that the buoyancy driven secondary flow
enforces the basic rotation driven flow. Figure 2 shows the
exemplary axial profiles of the radial velocity components
obtained in the middle section of the cavities (L = 5,
Rm = 5.0, 3.0, 1.8, B = 0.1, Re = 100 000). From Fig. 2 we
can see that the flow consists of two separated boundary
layers and an inviscid core where the radial velocity
component is nearly zero. The flow is pumped radially
outward along the rotor and recirculates along the stator.

In the above equations (⋅) represents filtering at scale

Δ and (l) represents filtering at scale 2 Δ. For the non-

isothermal flow we adopted approach proposed by Lilly
[34] to the Lagrangean model. We introduced the SGS
Prandtl number [24]:
Ln +1
1
= PRMM
,
+1
PrSGS
LnRRML

where

(

(10)

+1
LnPRMM
( x) = H ε ( Pj R j M ij M ij ) n +1 ( x∗ ) +

+

(1 − ε ) LnPRMM

( x − u Δt ) )

(11a)

+1
LnRRML
( x) = ε ( R j R j M ij Lij ) n +1 ( x) +

(11b)

+

(1 − ε ) LnRRML ( x − u Δt ),

Fig. 2. The axial profiles of the radial velocity component obtained in the middle section of cavities (L = 5, Rm = 5.0, 3.0, 1.8,
B = 0.1, Re = 100 000). Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [24]

To show the most disturbed regions in the meridian
plane, the iso-lines of the axial velocity component obtained
for cavities: (L = 5, Rm = 1.8, Re = 200 000 ), (L =5, Rm = 3,
Re = 250 000), (L = 5, Rm = 5, Re = 300 000) are presented
respectively in Fig. 3a, b and c. From the figures we can
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see that the turbulence is mostly confined in the stator
boundary layer with the maximum at the junction between
the stator and the shroud. The turbulent areas are also
observed on the rotating inner cylinder, where disturbances
coming from the stator are transported towards the rotor.
For the higher Reynolds numbers more intense turbulence
is also observed in the rotor boundary layer. More information about intensity of the turbulence in particular areas of
cavity can be delivered by the distributions of the Reynolds
stress tensor components. The exemplary axial distributions of the azimuthal Reynolds stress tensor component
v' v' obtained in the middle section of cavities (L = 5,
Rm = 1.8, 3.0, 5.0, Re = 100 000) are presented in Fig. 4
(prim denotes disturbance and values averaged in time are
indicated by overbars). In general [24, 25] all normal
Reynolds stress tensor components reach maximum inside
the boundary layer. Along with the increasing Re this
maximum is located closer to the disk [24, 25]. Outside the
boundary layer the values of three components decrease to
a value of one order less.
Figure 5 shows the exemplary iso-lines of the dimensionless temperature Θ obtained for the cavity (Re = 100 000,
B = 0.1, L = 5, Rm = 3.0). We can see that the fluid is
pumped along the cold rotor ( Θ( z = 1) = 0.0 ) towards the
heated outer cylinder ( Θ(r = 1) = 1.0 ). Then the fluid is
transported down and recirculates along the heated stator
( Θ( z = −1) = 1.0 ) towards the inner cylinder. Finally, wormed by stator, the fluid is lifted up along the cold inner
cylinder ( Θ(r = −1) = 0.0 ).
Fig. 3. Isolines of the azimuthal velocity component obtained for:
(a) L = 5, Rm = 1.8, Re = 200 000, (b) L = 5, Rm = 3,
Re = 250 000, c) L = 5, Rm = 5, Re = 300 000. 0 < ϕ < π / 4 , B = 0.1.
Tuliszka-Sznitko and Majchrowski [35]

Fig. 5. The isolines of the dimensionless temperature Θ obtained for the cavity (Re = 100 000, B = 0.1, L = 5, Rm = 3.0).
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [24]

One of the most important information, from the
engineering point of view, is the distribution of the local
Nusselt numbers in terms of the radius of the disk. Most of
the authors correlate the local Nusselt number with the
Reynolds number by a power law such as [14]:
Fig. 4. The exemplary axial distributions of the azimuthal
Reynolds stress tensor component v' v' obtained in the middle
section of cavities (L = 5, Rm = 1.8, 3.0, 5.0, Re = 100 000),
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [24. 25]

Nur =

αr
= aRerb ,
λ

(13)
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where α is the coefficient of the heat transfer and λ is the
coefficient of the thermal conductivity, Rer is the local
Reynolds number Rer = R 2Ω1 / ν , a and b are constants. The
coefficient a in the equation (13) depends on the temperature
boundary conditions and other characteristic parameters,
whereas b changes with the nature of the flow. For laminar
flow the Nusselt number varies with radius linearly (b = 0.5).
In most correlations for turbulent flow authors use b = 0.8.
Exemplary distributions of the local Nusselt numbers in
terms of dimensional radius r obtained for the different
Reynolds numbers are presented in Fig. 6 (L = 5, Rm = 3,
B = 0.1), [24]. The distribution of the local Nusselt number
reflects very well the flow structure: the local Nusselt
number reaches maximum at the junction between the stator
and the outer cylinder where we observe concentration of
turbulence kinetic energy.

Fig. 6. The local Nusselt number distributions along the
stator of cavities (L = 5, Rm = 3, B = 0.1, Re = 75 000-250 000).
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [24]

RwΘ = w ' Θ ' ( w'2 )0.5 (Θ'2 )0.5 .

(14d)

Fig. 7. The turbulent Prandtl Prt number in terms of Z / δ
obtained in the middle section of different configurations (stator
boundary layer). The comparison [36] to experimental results
taken from the literature [5, 37, 38, 39]

Exemplary distributions of the turbulent Prandtl
number versus Z / δ ( δ denotes the width of the boundary
layer) obtained by Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [36] for the stator
boundary layer, and the comparison with experimental
results obtained by Elkins and Eaton [5] for a single heated
rotating disk, are presented in Fig. 7. We obtained the
maximum of Prt near the stator (~1) then this value
decreased monotonically. Comparison with experimental
data obtained by Elkins and Eaton [5] showed good
agreement. Elkins and Eaton [5] denoted by BC2 and BC1
(Fig. 7) different thermal conditions).

V. ROTOR/ROTOR CASE

Correlation coefficients and structural parameters are
the most desired for modeling purposes because these
parameters are less sensitive to geometrical parameters
than the turbulent stresses and heat fluxes. The turbulent
Prandtl number Prt and structural coefficients analyzed in
paper by Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [36] are defined as
follows:
− w ' v ' / ∂v / ∂z
(14a)
Prt =
w ' Θ ' / ∂Θ / ∂z
(v '2 + u '2 ) / w'2

(

2

RvΘ = v ' Θ ' + u ' Θ '

2

)

0.5

(14b)

( v'2 + u '2 ) ( Θ'2 )
0.5

0.5

(14c)

In this section we consider the instability structures of
the flow between two counter-rotating disks and two
cylinders. In the counter-rotating configuration the centrifugal flow induced by the faster rotating disk (upper one)
recirculates along the slower rotating disk towards the inner
cylinder. This inward recirculation flow meets the outward
radial flow, induced by the slower rotating disk, leading to
a stagnation area where the radial component of the
velocity vanishes. The stagnation area is visible in Fig. 7a
and b where in the meridian section the fluid flow and the
iso-lines of axial velocity component disturbances obtained
for the Reynolds numbers Re2 = 3000 and Re1 = 12 000
are shown respectively. With increasing Re1 the stagnation
area moves from the outer cylinder towards the inner one
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(Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [40]). For a sufficiently large negative value of s, the free shear layer which separates two
regions of opposite angular rotations breaks the azimuthal
symmetry of the flow. The free shear layer is unstable for
the Reynolds number Re1 far lower than the critical
Reynolds numbers of type II and type I instabilities in both
disks boundary layers. The instability of the free shear
layer is manifested by the disturbances discovered in
experimental work by Gauthier et al. [41] called “negative
spirals” (Fig. 8a). The negative spirals slowly rotate with
an angular velocity of order of one tenth of the faster
rotating disk [40]. The negative spiral vortices obtained in
the paper [40] for Re1 = 12 000, Re2 = 3 000 (L = 9,
Rm = 1.5, z = 0.84) are presented in Fig. 8b.

from a source near the inner cylinder to a sink at the outer
cylinder. From the turbomachinery air cooling devices
point of view examples with the heat transfer are the most
interesting. In Fig. 9a and b the exemplary iso-lines of
temperature and disturbances of the axial velocity
component obtained for the radial outflow (L = 9, Rm = 3,
Re1 = Re2 = 200 000, B = 0.1, Cw = 800) are presented
respectively. Both disks rotate in the same direction with
the same angular speed (s = 1). The dimensionless temperature of both disks and of the outer cylinder equals one
Θ = 1. Temperature of the inner cylinder equals Θ = 0.
We consider uniform inlet and outlet. Figure 9 shows the
effectiveness of radial cooling: the area dominated by the
coming cold fluid is laminar.
a)

b)

Fig. 7. The flow field (a) and the corresponding iso-lines of axial
velocity component disturbances (b) in meridian section obtained for (Re1 = 12 000, Re2 = 3 000, L = 9, Rm = 1.5, z = 0.84).
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [40]

Fig. 9. (a) The iso-lines of the temperature, (b) the iso-lines
of disturbances of the axial velocity component. Radial outflow. L = 9, Rm = 3, Re1 = Re2 = 200 000, B = 0.1, Cw = 800.
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [40]

a)

b)

Fig. 8. (a) The experimental results of Gauthier et al. [41], negative spiral vortices, L = 20.9, Rm = 1. (b) The iso-lines of
azimuthal velocity component disturbances in azimuthal section,
Re1 = 60 000, Re2 = 3 000, z = 0.844, negative spiral vortices.
Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [40]

VI. RADIAL AND AXIAL OUT-FLOW

In this section we analyze the flow in the rotor/rotor
cavity of the rotational rate s = 1 with throughflow (both
disks rotate in the same direction with the same rotational
speed). We consider a radial and an axial outflow of fluid

Fig. 10. (a) The schematic picture of the rotating cavity with axial
out-flow, b) the flow in meridian section near the source area
obtained for L = 9, Rm = 3, Re1 = Re2 = 200 000, B = 0,
a2 = 0.01594. Tuliszka-Sznitko et al. [40]

A schematic picture of the cavity with axial inlet is
presented in Fig. 10a: air enters the cavity through the write
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hand side disk near the inner cylinder and is extracted
through a perforated shroud. We assume uniform inlet and
outlet. The flow consists of four regions: the source area,
the Ekman layers on both disks, the sink area near the
outer cylinder and the inviscid core. Figure10b shows the
flow in meridian section the source area obtained for
a2 = (Ra − R0 ) / (R1 − R0 ) = 0.01594 (B = 0, L = 9, Rm = 3,
Cw = 500). In the source area intensive redistribution of the
flow takes place. Fluid enters the cavity through left disk
and in the axial jet impinges on the right disk. Then, the
fluid is pumped radialy outward as a wall jet and finally is
disgorged to flow radially inward. In the source area two
large vortices, which intensify redistribution of the fluid,
are observed. Computations have showed that flow in the
source is extremely unstationary, which results from
oscillations of the axial jet. The obtained meridian flow is
in a good agreement with schematic pictures prepared by
Owen and Rogers [9, 10] based on their experimental
results.

of the turbulent Prandtl number (Prt = 0.8-1.2) we obtained
near the stator [36].
In counter-rotating configurations we focused on
instability structure. Detailed analysis of different instability structures which appear in this type of flow can be
found in paper [40]. Three different instability patterns
have been found: axisymmetric propagating vortices
interpreted as type II instability, positive spiral vortices
interpreted as type I instability and negative spirals. The
negative spirals rotate around the central axis and the
mechanism is not of the cross-flow type; it is probably the
result of an interaction between free shear layer and the
Ekman layer. These computations we discussed in the light
of the experimental results of Gauthier et al. [41].
The most interesting, from application point of view,
are configurations with the radial outflow (flow with the
source and sink). In the frame of radial out-flow computations have been performed for radial and axial inlet [40].
Meridian flow showed good agreement with Owen and
Rogers [9, 10] experimental results. Computations performed for the co-rotating disks with superimposed cooling air
showed effectiveness of the radial cooling.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper contains of the selected results of our
numerical investigations on the flow with heat transfer in
the rotating cavity. Computations have been performed for
different geometrical parameters L, Rm and the different
Reynolds numbers and thermal conditions. In our computations we used DNS and for the higher Reynolds number
LES. In Large Eddy Simulation we used a version of the
dynamic Smagorinsky eddy viscosity model proposed by
Meneveau et al. [31]. In this version the value of CS is
averaged for some time along the fluid particle pathlines.
This algorithm turned out to be very effective and allowed
us to perform computations for higher Reynolds numbers.
We analyzed three configurations: rotor/stator, counterrotating rotor/rotor and co-rotating rotor/rotor with throughflow.
In rotor/stator configurations the investigated flows belong to the Batchelor family, i.e. the flows are divided into
two boundary layers separated by a central rotating inviscid
core. For rotor/stator configuration fluid turbulence concentrates in the stator boundary layer and its intensity increases
towards the outer cylinder. The instability structures and
the level of turbulence depend on the Reynilds number and
on the geometrical parameters: curvature parameter and
aspect ratio. We focused on the analysis of the distributions
of the Reynolds stress tensor components, the correlation
coefficients and structural parameters. The maximum values
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